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Recent crimes don’t reflect statistics
Despite a recent rise in criminai activity, authorities
say San Luis Obispo residents shouid not worry
Katelyn Sw eigart
KATELYNSWEIGAnT.MO^MAIUCOM

from a crime every 2.1 days to every
2,6 days in 2009.
According to the same FBI reports,
Cal Poly reported five violent crimes
in 2004 and two in 2009. The Cal
Poly Clcry Report, issued by Uni
versity Police Department
(UPD),
doesn’t
currently re
port violent
c r i me s
f o r
2009.
The
FB I

Luis County is fairly safe, when
you look at statistics statewide ...
campus is very safe if you look at
statistics,” Watton said. “Howev
er, things can happen. We do get
people going up and down
the 101. We do see
now in the
last few

Justin Hirsch, a 21-year-old San
Luis Obispo resident, was walking
downtown at approximately 2:40
a,m. Feb. 6 when a man attacked
him, stabbing him multiple times.
He doesn’t remember exactly where
he was stabbed downtown — he was
too busy fighting and hanging on for
his life. He and his coworkers man
aged to get to a nearby house.
“(I was) trying to get a hold of
911," Hinsch said. “I felt like I was
dying; 1 wanted help.”
Hirsch said he considers himself
pretty “strong-hearted” and was able
to survive the attack after seeking
— Fredy Graciano
immediate medical attention. He CrimiSan Luis Obispo resident
said his attempted murder was a one- n a 1
in-a-million thing and he still feels J u s t i c e
Informapretty safe downtown.
Services
Hirsch wasn’t the only person call tion
Division said the
ing 911 that week. In a span of 28
hours, the normally quiet town of discrepancies were only
San Luis Obispo suddenly became a because they asked for
hot spot for crime. There were three different information than
years
assaults with deadly weapons, the at the Clery A a did. R c^rdmore people
tempted murder of Hirsch and an Icss, the numbers are still low.
coming here to
UPD Chief of Police Bill Watton
armed robbery. Then there was a brief
party that have
lull in violent crimes until the follow said campus crime statistics are too
no other con
ing weekend, when there was a drive- low to see a trend and half of the ar
nection —
rests are made off campus.
by shooting at a local restaurant.
not that (the
“ San
Despite this flare up o f violent
increase m
crime, statistics and residents say it
people) means
isn’t a trend and students can
that they’re fight
learn basic steps to pre
ing necessarily.”
vent them from oc
He attributes a
curring.
lot of crime occurring in
Recent crime
San Luis Obispo to alcohol
reports
show
and because Cal Poly is a
that between
dry campus, they don’t
2004
and
%
see the same crimes they
2009, aggra
do in the city.
vated assaults
“If you put yourself
in San Luis
in the position o f dim in
Obispo have
ished capacity, your chances are
d e c re a se d ,
much greater that you are going
but there has
to be a victim o f ä crime,” Watton
— Chad Reiiey
been a rise in
UPD criine prevention officer
said. “It’s probably proportional
forcible rape and
in that alcohol at parties, bars, etc.
robberies. Still, re
have more crime than no alcohol,
ported violent crime
not in a bar. If you’re around the
overall — aggravated
party scene, alcohol makes people
assault, forcible rape, murder,
do things that they would not normanslaughter or robbery — has
shown a decrease since 2004, going
see Crime, page 3

n^er have any
i i l t ; ^ s town is the
best in the world.

do live in a
safe nlace.
Just be a
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“Race relations in our communities spills over into governments,” Angela Oh
said in her lecture Feb. 17. “This creates a kind of division that can lead to the
way that we see the other and me and you don’t see me and the other.”

Angela Oh explores race
relations with storytelling
Nikol Schiller
NIK O LSCHILLER.M D^M A IL.CO M

Race relations in America arc a
never-ending battle, but civil rights
activist Angela O h believes in fight
ing to the death to find a solution
to America’s racial tensions.
Change in racial tension is like
a proverb O h said she heard from
a friend about a .swallow who saw
a forest fire and knew that if he did
nothing, his friends would perish.
“He picks up as much water
as he can and sprinkles it on the
forest fire,” O h said, “He’s trying,
right? I said (to my friend), ‘Well,
what happens? Docs he put out
the fire?’ ‘Stupid- no! He dies from
exhaustion.Well that’s not the
happy ending I wanted to hear. So
that’s how it is.”
O h told this story, and several
others, about trying to solve race

relation problems to students and
faculty Feb. 17 as pan o f the Provoca
tive Perspectives series.
During the series, O h shared.
personal experiences which gave her
stories color and detail to' make it
seem more like a relaxed conversa
tion between two people rather than
a lecture.
She spoke about being a child of
first generation Korean-Americans.
Then she spoke about her experiences
during the Los Angeles riots of 1992,
when she acted as a spokesperson for
the Korean community.
Later she spoke about what it
was like defending juvenile offend
ers as a lawyer, and about serving on
President Bill Clinton’s O ne America
Initiative, a committee that focused
on encouraging open talk about di
versity throughout the country.
The interest in the room piqued
when O h admitted she did not have
see Race, page 3
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CSUs pushed to adm it local students
Am anda Sedo
AMAN DASEDO. M D@G MAU-.COM

The Legislative Analysts Office
(LAO) encourages California State
University (CSU) campuses to give
priority admission to local prospec
tive students. But not every campus
is complying.
San Diego State University
(SDSU) recently began turning away
local applicants in favor o f more
qualified students from other regions.
SDSU is not alone. Cal Poly has
been turning away local students that
would normally qualify at other CSU
campuses for years.
Jim Maraviglia, the associate vice
provost for marketing and enroll
ment development at Cal Poly, said
the university looks at more than just
a student s address.
“We have a comprehensive evalu
ation here at Cal Poly,” Maraviglia
said. “The variables are not only aca
demic, but leadership and extracur
ricular activities are considered as
well, especially if it is major related.”
Maraviglia also said while looking
at academics. Cal Poly admissions
looks at the academic achievement in
all four years of high school whereas
most other CSU s only look at two.
W hen it comes to locals-only
treatment. Cal Poly only gives a bo
nus consideration. San Luis Obispo
residents still must fit the eligibility
requirements of the university, which
go beyond those at other CSUs.

Although Cal Poly claims to not
give local priority, 70 percent of the
San Luis Obispo High School stu
dents who applied to Cal Poly were
offered admission, compared to 32
percent of the overall freshman ap
plicant pool last year, according to
Maraviglia.
. “The place where (students) went
to school plays a role in admission to
Cal Poly, but it is just not as big as
it is at other CSUs,” Maraviglia said.
Erik Eallis, media relations spe
cialist for the California State Uni
versity, said the reason CSUs like
Cal Poly and SDSU started turning
away local students was because of
impaction.
“There has been system wide im
paction at (SDSU and Cal Poly),"
Fallís said. “Iberc are more people
applying as a whole than there are
seats available.”
The number of first time fresh
man applying to (^al Poly for ex
ample, has increased by 6.8 percent,
according to the Cal Poly Fact Book.
O ut o f 33,627 applicants, only 3,524
students were admitted to the univer
sity this foil.
That being said. Cal Poly and
SDSU have become stricter on who
is admitted — meaning local quali
fied students arc turned away and
those who fit enhanced criteria are
accepted instead.
Food science junior Kathleen Phi
said it is a good thing that Cal Poly
uses a more complex system of evalu

shraildn’t depend on whether
nm a student lives close to
campus if they should

SEE IT .
WATCH IT .
CLICK IT .

— Kathleen Phi
Food science junior

ation when admitting students.
“It shouldn’t depend on whether
or not a student lives close to cam
pus if they should get in,” Phi said.
“It should be based on their academic
success.”
Phi said by having enhanced re
quirements, Cal Poly benefits from
having more qualified students on
campus.
When the CSUs were created,
the goal was to give local students
an advantage because some arc place
bound by family obligations and ex
isting jobs, Fallis said.
Fwenty-one other CSU campuses
are still giving priority' to locals, but
the Ij \ 0 fears that, since SDSU has
begun accepting non-locals over lo
cals, other campuses may follow suit.
As the demand for admission to
CSUs increases and funding decreas
es, programs and other CSU cam
puses might become as impacted as
at Cal Poly and SDSU.
At this time, the high demand

for programs at Cal Poly makes for
stricter admission screenings and re
views necessary.
“Because of impaction, locals
who meet the CSU criteria are not
getting into places like SDSU and
Cal Poly,” Fallis said. “There is still
an advantage for locals, but only if
they are above the basic admission
requirements.”
Eligible California residents are
also having to compete with out-ofstate candidates as well. The amount
of non-residents enrolled at Cal Poly
has increased from 7 percent o f the
student population in Fall 2006, to
the current 11 percent.
Fallis said the bottom line is that
all of these changes occurred becau.se
o f the budget cuts.
“You cannot look at this situa
tion separate from the budget is
sues,” Fallis said. “Impaction exists
because the state docs not provide
the CSUs with enough funds to give
all qualified students access.”
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Race
continuedfrom page /

any answers on how to solve race re
lations in America. The night before
coming to Cal Poly, she met with
a friend and explained her anxiety
about talking the following morning,
she said.
“1 feel like such a failure and these
people are coming tomorrow at 7:30
in the morning to listen to me to talk
about huge issues that I don’t know
the answers to,” Oh said. ‘'But I know
what all the problems are because I
stay engaged.”
While she considered herself a
“failure” for not having the answers,
she said she excels at public speak
ing because she can talk to an entire
room as if she were just talking to one
person.
When Oh said, in a humorous
way, that she did not have any an
swers, the audience of mostly faculty
and some students laughed. One stu
dent listening to Oh, liberal studies
senior Kaitlin McCormick, who is
also president of the Women’s Leader
ship Council and Educational Events
Coordinator, said she found her hon
esty refreshing and understandable.
“I think a topic like race relations
is so complex that there are no real
answers, so 1 thought it was nice that
she acknowledged that she didn’t have
one way to solve everything." McCor
mick said. “I fed the same way as the
speaker. I don’t have solid answers
cither.”
One thing McCormick especially
liked about ()h’s lecture were the sto
ries she told. After sharing some back
ground on growing up with first-gen
eration Korean American parents, C3h
shared stories about her ex(>criencc
serving as a lasvyer who represented
juvenile offenders.
“Race relations in prisons spill
over into our communities,” Oh said.

“Race relations in our communities
spills over into governments. This
creates a kind of division that can
lead to thè way that we see the other
and me and you don’t see me and the
other.”
Engaging in “broader thinking,”
O h said, can help people come up
with solutions to racial tensions in
America. Oh then told a story about
a group of college students she met
that were trying to get the Dream
Act passed — a piece of legislation
that would,allow students with an
immigration status to enroll in high
er education.
“These kids are performing well at
the university level and some of them
have in hand admissions to graduate
programs that they cannot go to be
cause of their immigration status,”
O h said. “Those kids, when 1 met
them, I was so impressed because
they literally have no options at this
point in their lives, and yet, they’re
still trying because they believe in
our system.”
Cal Poly alumna Joy Harkins said
the university provides many oppor
tunities for students to involve them
selves in “broader thinking” in terms
of race relations on campus.
“Students have great opportuni
ties available to them and 1 hope that
they’ll take advantage of speakers like
Angela Oh and the events going on
through the M ulticultural Center
for Black History M onth,” Harkins
said.
As an ordained Zen-Buddhist
priest, Oh grccteil the audience
by pulling her hands together in a
prayer-like motion to bring everyone
in the room together.
“We’re coming from many difierent places,” (3h said.
By the end of the talk, the rt)om
seemed to have come to a similar un
derstanding of (3h’s overall message:
engage in broader thinking.
And she ended with a bow.
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Crim e
continuedfrom page 1

mally do, and that includes fight
ing, it includes sexual assaults.”
Kristy McCray, the Sexual
Assault Recovery and Prevention
(SARP) Center executive direc
tor, said the statistics released
by law enforcement are not ac
curate. While forcible rape and
aggravated assault are included
in the Clcry Act and FBI reports,
it does not reflect the statistic
that one in four college women
are sexually assaulted before they
graduate.
“About 60 percent o f the
people we see (have) reported to
law enforcement, and 40 percent
haven’t,” McCray said.
The SARP Center offers .selfdefense courses to better prepare
p>eople in case of an attack. They
pa.ss out whistles to attendees becaase Cidling attention to your sit
uation is the best way to deter at
tackers. McCray keeps her whistle
on her keychain.
“Personally, 1 fear carrying a
weapon because it can be u.scd
against me,” she said. “I’m not fa
miliar (with) how to use a knife.

or honesdy even pepper spray. 1 would
rather be alert, be assertive, be aware,
and have those minimal techniques and
use the whisdc if 1 need to.”
The Sexual Assault Free Environ
ment Resource (SAFER) Program is
located on campus and offers a lot of
the same services as the SARP Cen
ter with easy access to students. Kara
Barbieri, a SAFER volunteer and psy
chology senior, suggests being alert
and assertive in speech and manner,
not appearing vulnerable.
“A lot of that can be correlated
with people taking away their focus
from the environment that they are
in,” Barbieri said.
Chad Reiley, the UPD officer in
charge of campus crime prevention,
said he cannot stress enough the im
portance o f students being aware of
their surroundings.
“They hear us say it, and I don’t
know if they don’t take it to heart or
they just feel safe here, so they don’t
feel it necessary,” Reiley said. “But if
you just go outside and look at all the
students walking around on campus,
a lot of them have earphones on, they
have their iPods going, they have
their ears plugged, they’re texting ...
all these things in my opinion are a
distraction to what’s around you.”
He recommends students stay
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aware, use services like the campus
escort van, take a route that goes by
the Blue Light emergency towers and
go out in pairs. He also advises for
students to always have a sober friend
when attending parties or bars, one
who can not only look out for friends
and make sound judgments for them
but also drive them home. Taking a
self-defense class also helps.
"1 do understand why everyone
is so complacent; we do live in a re
ally safe place,” Reiley said, “just be
aware, it does go on and it does hap
pen every once in awhile.”
Even with the recent streak of vio
lent crime, some city residents still
feel safe.
San Luis Obispo resident Fredy
Graciano was working at Tonita’s
Mexican Restaurant in downtown
when the drive-by shooting between
customers occurred. Graciano heard
the gunshot, but originally thought it
was a customer’s balloon popping. It
wasn’t until the men came in, urging
him to call the police that he realized
what had happened. He has worked
nights for four years and has always
felt safe. He still does, and considers
the crime just a random occurrence,
not a trend.
“1 never have any fear,” Graciano
said. “1 still love this place. This town
is the best in the world.”
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Budget conflict deepens in Washington
Lisa M a s c a ro
TRIBUNE WASHINGTON BUREAU

Battle lines over steep federal spend
ing reduaions hardened Sunday even
as congressional leaders maintained
that both Democrats and Republicans
want to avoid a political impasse that
could lead to a government shutdown
within weeks.
Lawmakers fanned out to their
home states after the Republican-led
House approved more than $60 billion
in reductions for fiscal year 2011, the
deepest spending cuts in generations.
Virtually no domestic program would
be spared.
Democrats have rejected the leg
islation as too severe, warning that as
many as 800,000 jobs could be lost by
making such reductions in the remain
ing seven months of the fiscal year,
harming the nations fragile economic
recovery. Instead, the Democrats pro
pose a spending freeic, which Repub
licans reject.
With political leaders deadlocked,
each side is trying to ptosition the other
for blame in the event the stalemate
cannot be broken. After the predawn
budget vote Saturday in the House,
lawmakers left Washington for a weeklong recess. When they return, they’ll
have only a few days to resolve the issue
before the current funding mechanism
expires March 4.
“We know we need to cut spend
ing,” said Sen. Richard J. Durbin, D-

Word on
the Street

111., a Senate DemtKratic leader, on dress entitlements.
NBC’s show “Meet the Press.” “Now,
Rep. Eric Cantor, R-Va., the major
the question is: How much further ity leader, urged the president to join
should we go? You can’t reach a budget the effort, lest Republicans be politi
balance with 15 million Americans out cally exposed on an issue the public has
of work.”
been wary to embrace.
Rep. Paul D. Ryan, R-Wis., the
During the week in their home dis
chairman of the House Budget Com tricts, many lawmakers are bracing for
mittee, acknowledged the package en constituent reaaions to the Republi
gineered by the conservative Hank in can-passed budget package.
the House would not l>e approved by
Although conservative “tea party”
the Democratic-controlled Senate.
groups who fueled the G O P’s ascent
“We will have to negotiate.” Ryan - may not see the cuts as deep enough,
said. “Look, we’re not looking for a advocacy organizations characterized
government shutdown but, at the same the reductions as draconian attacks on
time, we’re also not looking at rubber- long-running government prt>grams
stamping these really high, elevated — from water pollution monitoring to
spending levels” enacted two years ago. food aid for p<x)r women and children.
ITie showdown is the beginning of
The Service Employees Interna
a long spring of budget battles at a time tional Union said 3 million meals
when the nation’s $1.5 trillion deficit now being delivered to elderly shut-ins
has sharply focased voter interest.
would be eliminated.
President Barack (ibama prefers to
Yet as Congress is being asked to
freeze spending for the next five years again raise the federal debt limit, in
and b ^ in discussions on adjusting cor a vote that could come in a matter of
porate tax policies to bring in revenue.
months, even Democrats acknowl
But Obama’s proposed 2012 bud edged that their proposal to freeze
get was widely criticized by veteran current accounts would likely be inad
budget hawks, including members of equate in the current political climate.
his bipartisan fiscal commission, for ex
Many Democrats would like to see
cluding reforms of the big-ticket man compromise extended to the other side
datory spending programs. Medicare, of the government ledger by reining in
Medicaid and Social Security, they in tax breaks for wealthy Americans and
sist, must be part of a debate.
corporations, including the oil indus
House GO P leaders initially sent try, as pan of any budget deal that cuts
mixed messages before announcing spending.
last week that their budget proposal
Crafting such a compromise
that is due out this spring would ad- remains a heavy lift in Washington.
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Has your major turned out to be
what you expected or wanted?

“Yes — I expected to study
plants, and that’s what
we do.”

“ Yes — It’s harder than I
expected, but I've had a wide
variety of classes. "

— Jonathan Ho.
environmental hoiticulturni
science sophotnore

~ Linsey Koinure.
biochemistiy senior

à

“ No — I found out that I
enjoy being a critic more
than behind the scenes or
perform ing.”

You deserve
a break.

— Lynn Allemandi.
theatre junior

-

— Elai Fresco
environmental engineering
freshman

ift.

“ I just picked my major
because it seemed
interesting, but I’ve learned to
like it."
— Justin-Jude Rayala,
biological sciences senior
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"I m not sure vet — I haven’t
taken too many of my major
classes yet, "

“ It’s been what I wanted and
rnore — I really enjoy my
major.”
— Elizabeth Casillas,
liberal studies sophomore
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China says no chance of
a revolution like Egypt’s
Tom L a s s e te r
MCCLATCHY NEWSPAPERS

China’s authoritarian government
pushed back Monday against the spec
ter of political dissent, warning citizens
that any transition to a modern demo
cratic system is still decades away.
The pronouncement came on the
heels of activist gatherings Sunday in
spired by the “Jasmine Revolution” in
Tunisia — public meetings in Beijing
and Shanghai that were very small and
very quickly disbanded by police.
Althoi^h it isn’t possible to know
exacdy what’s happening in the cor
ridors of power of the notoriously
opaque Chinese Communist Party,
there have been several indications that
China’s leadership is trying to manage
lingering domestic social problems
while avoiding the sort of turmoil that’s
plagued hard-line Arab governments.
Comments by senior Chinese
leadership that were made public,
combined with opinions aired-Mon
day in sute media, seemed to reflect
a two-pronged approach of seeking to
get a handle on hot-button issues such
as corruption and income inequality
while dealing harshly with any emerg
ing challenges to the Communist
Party.
An editorial in Monday’s state
Global Times newspaper urged Chi
nese intellectuals in particular to be
more patient with the government’s
goal of becoming “a mtxlern countr)'
governed by political democrat:)'. It
just needs several more decades to real
ize this ambition.”
For now, the e.vs;ty said, everyone
should toe the orticial line Isecausc “in
theory, it is not totally unfciisiblc that
the nation could lall into social tur
moil should its public governance fail.”
A second piece, carried only in the
English-language edition of the Global
Times, compared participants in Sun
day’s lapsed protests to “beggars in the
streets.” The fiia that the incidents
happened in the first place was cen
sored from Chinese-language publica
tions and the Internet.
Prominent Beijing human rights
lawyer Mo Shaoping said sute security
oflicers had come to his home Sunday
and asked him about his “opinioas
on Egypt and Tunisia,” two nations

in which large protests have deposed
leaders recently.
“1 said if we don’t speed up political
reform, it’ll be very dangerous,” said
Mo, whose law firm represented Liu
Xiaobo, the dissident writer and Nobel
Peace Prize laureate who’s serving an
11 -year prison sentence on charges of
trying to subvert sute power.
Several lawyers and activists report
edly have been detained in China in
the past week.
President Hu Jintao and a top
Communist Party official, Zhou Yongkang, spoke to senior leadership at a
“seminar” over the weekend, telling
the audience to pay attention to public
concerns and make ceruin that they
don’t get out of hand.
The Xinhua sute news wire para
phrased Zhou, who oversees legal is
sues, as emphasizing the need to “safe
guard people’s fundamental interests”
and at the same time “consolidate the
ruling sum s of the Communist Party
of China.”
Therc’vc been recent reports that
several members of China’s ruling
Politbüro held a meeting Feb. 12, a
day after Egyptian President Hosni
Mubarak resigned, to discuss what
was happening in the Middle East and
how to strengthen Chinese propagan
da cflbrts. Among the measures report
edly on the table were stopping inde(jendent com men tar)' from spreading,
overseeing websites more closely and
preparing for “the [■Missihility that parr
of the Internet will be shut dow-n.”
“ Ihc government here has been
fairly consistent ... Ihey tighten w'hen
they believe that public opinion ha.s to
be guided,” said Russell Leigh Moses,
a Beijing-based analyst w'ho closely
tracks official publications and reports.
“Ih e tightening is a reminder that the)'
are in charge; ir’s not a product of anxi
ety on their part.”
Bo Zhiyiic, an exf>ert on Cffiincsc
leadership, agreed.
“If you read (Hu’s) speech, he rec
ognizes that China really is faced with
a lot of social issues and you have to
deal with them,” said fio, a senior
research fellow at the National Uni
versity of Singapore. “But he’s not an
alarmist. He’s not saying, ‘If we don’t
do something the whole thing might
collapse.’”
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LOS ANGELES (MCT) —
The California Highway Patrol
reports there arc at least two fatali
ties and other serious injuries after
a school bus filled with teenagers
collided with another vehicle on
Monday. The bus went down a
snow-covered embankment near
Crestline, in the San Bernardino
Mountains east of Los Angeles.
The C H P ’s website said the
coroner’s office has been called- to
the scene as crews tried to rescue
trapped teens inside the bus.
Several of the youths have been
extricated from the bus, and a
makeshift triage center was set up
nearby, according to KCAL-TV.
Authorities said there were at least
20 students on board, with half o f
them immobilized in the crash.
The accident was reported
shortly before noon PST along
Highway 189, officials said.

MISSISSIPPI (MCT) —
Baby dolphins, some barely titrée feet
in length, are washing up along the
Mississippi and Alabama coasdines
ar 10 times the normal rate of infant
deaths, researchers arc finding.
The Sun Herald has learned that
17 young dolphins, either aborted
before they reached maturity or dead
soon after birth, have been collected
along the shorelines.
Moby Solangi, direaor of the
institute, called the higji number of
deaths an anomaly and that it is sig
nificant, especially in light of the BP
oil spill throughout the spring and
summer last year when millions of
barrels of crude oil containing toxins
and carcinogens spewed into the Gulf
of Mexico. “For some reason, they’ve
started aborting or they were dead
before they were born,” Solangi said.
“Ih e average is one or two a month.
This year we have 17, and February
isn’t even over yet.”
Deaths in the adult dolphin popu
lation rose in the year of the oil spill
from about 30 to 89, Solangi said.
The institute has done autopsies, but
no trend has emerged yet.

NEW ZEALAND (MCT) —
A 6.3-magnitude earthquake hit
the city o f Christchurch on Tues
day in New Zealand’s South Island,
with reports o f toppled buildings
and injuries.
Witnesses said the ground lifted
up to a meter in places, with wide
spread liquefaction.
A large number of buildings
have been destroyed by the quake,
including a historic cathedral in the
central city.
Prime Minister John Key told
Parliament that early reports were
sketchy, but it was certain there had
been significant damage to build
ings with people inside.
New Zealand’s Institute o f Geo
logical and Nuclear Sciences said
the quake was centered near Christ
church at a depth o f 5 kilometers
at 12:51 p.m. local time and will
have caused more damage than the
original 7.1 earthquake on Sept. 4
because of its shallow depth.

BURUNGAM E (MCT) —
Burlingame could become the lat
est affluent community to blow
lt*af blowers out of town. The City
Council on Tuesday is set to discuss
a proposed ban on the noisy ma
chines and institute fines of up to
$ 1,000 for those caught using them.
Ih e proposal from the city’s Citi
zens Environmental Council would
prohibit g.-irdencrs from using both
g;is and electric leaf blowers on the
grounds that they are too noisy and
s[x*w tix) many toxins into the air.
Ci.is-fxiwercd generators and “any
other pressurized-air debris-moving
des'ices” would be restricted as well.
Under the plan, cit)' officials
would not roam around town kx)king for leaf blowers. Instead, code
enforcement officers would respond
when neighbors complain.
(jardeners, property managers
and companies caught using the ma
chines would get a warning the first
rime. After that, code enforcement
officers could cite them for a misde
meanor infraction, with fines from
$100 to $300 for gardeners, $250 to
$750 for property managers and
$500 to $1,000 for companies.

W ISCONSIN (MCT) —
Thousands of people descended
on the Wisconsin state Capitol in
Madison Monday to chant and
sing, hoist signs and denounce Gov.
Scott Walker for what they view as
a direct assault on organized labor.
Ih e union supporters withstoixl
an ice-glazing storm and tempera
tures in the mid-20s that had them
gladly jumping up and down during
the musical portion of the demon
stration. “NX'liat’s disgusting? Union
busting,” was the chant of the day.
It was the eighth straight day of
protests at the Capitol as state gov
ernment workers fight Walker’s pro
posal to drastically curtail the collec
tive bargaining rights of the state’s
union work force. Rallies were held
outside the Capitol, where singers
whipped up the crowd with songs
made famous during the Vietnam
War, the last time such large pro
tests were seen in Wisconsin.

m ustangdaily.net

AFGHANISTAN (MCT) —
A suicide bomber struck a gov
ernment administrative center in
northern Afghanistan on Monday,
killing about 30 people, many of
them civilians who were trying to
obtain identification cards or other
official documents, the provincial
government said.
It was nor immediately clear
whether the bomlxT’s main target
in Kunduz province was die govern
ment office or a district police post in
the same complex, said Mahboobullali .Sayedi, the deputy governor of
Kunduz.
Ihe attack underscored the deadly
danger that mundane errands can
pose these days for ordinary Afghans.
O n Samrday, a team of insurgent
gunmen and bombers laid waste to
a bank branch in eastern Afghani
stan, killing at least 40 people inside.
D irca militarv' clashes tend to drop
off during the cold winter months,
but militants in recent weeks have
mounted a string of attacks in Afghan
population centers, where people
congregate in large numbers.
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Turmoil in Middle East countries leads to spike in global oil prices
Neela Banerjee
Ronald D. W hite
TRIBUNE WASHINGTON BUREAU

Oil prices jumped to their highest
levels since 2008 as violence spread
through Libya, the first major petro
leum exporter to be shaken so far by
the drive for democracy in the Arab
world.
In London on Monday, the bench
mark price of crude oil surged $5.48,
or more than 5 percent, to $ 108 a bar
rel. The rise knocked European stock
markets sharply lower as fears mount
ed that soaring energy costs could de
rail the global economic recovery.
U.S. oil prices also jumped, ris
ing $5.22, or 6 percent, to $91.42 a
barrel in electronic trading on a day
when most of the U.S. financial mar
kets were closed for the Presidents Day
holiday. U.S. oil prices lately have been
consistently below the London oil
price because the United States is less
reliant dran Europe on Middle Eastern
oil. Also, U.S. crude inventories have
been near record highs.
Still, the domestic price of oil also is
near a two-year high, reviving memo
ries of the energy price surge in the first
half of 2008, which s;iw crude prices
rise to record levels. Some analysts said
ftirther violence in Libya could push
prices beyond the all-time high of
$147.27 a barrel set in July 2008.
Unlike Egypt, Tunisia and Bahrain,
which are not major oil producers,
Libya is a member of the Organization
of the Petroleum Exptirting Countries,
or OPEC, and it sells about 80 percent
of its 1.5-million-barrci daily output
mostly to Europe. Citizen protests
and the attempts by the government
of Moammar Cadhafi to suppress the
protests have squeezed the country’s oil
production.
A German oil venture is suspending
its daily production of 100,000 bar
rels, while ocher major oil companies

HEAR

have started to evacuate family mem
bers and non-cs.sential employees from
Libya. The Nafoora oil field in a pro
lific part of the country has been shut
down by strikes, Al-Jazeera reported. A
tribal leader in eastern Libya, home to
several major fields, also told Al-jazeera
that his tribe “would stop oil exports
to Western countries” if the regime did
not end its violent crackdown.
The
regime’s
s{K>kesman, Gad............... ....
hafi’s son Seif Is
lam, said the oil
fields could be at
tacked by “thugs"
if the protests went
too far.
“We will have
a new Libya, new
flag, new anthem,”
he said Sunday in
a rambling, often
combative speech
that was the regime’s attempt at compromi.se. “Or
el.se, be ready to start a civil war and
chaos and forget oil and petrol.”
Most analysts said they think Saudi
Arabia, the world’s large.sr oil producer,
would quickly ramp up production to
compensate for a drop in Libyan ex
ports. But oil prices might continue
their climb, given the traditional skit
tishness of oil markets. That would
spur higher prices for gasoline, jet fticl
and diesel, imposing a de facto t;ix on
consumers and bu-sine.s.ses and further
slowing the sluggish global economic
recover)'.
Ixila Benali, director for the Mid
dle East and North Africa for the re
search group IHS (T ’RA. .said: “ Ihere
is some spare capacity, OI’FX" could
partly step in, but will the market take
that into account?”
The fact that unrest has spread
across Libya, one of the world’s most
important sources for so-called light
sweet or low sulfur crude, has raised

fears that oil prices will spiral upward.
Light sweet crude is the preferred oil
for refining the best grades of gasoline.
“But the bi^est concerns are the
major oil producers — Saudi Arabia,
UAE, Kuwait and Qatar, where sup
ply disruptions could spike oil prices
abtwe their prior pieak in July 2008,”
Fadel Gheit, senior energy analyst for
Oppenheimer & Co. in New York,

mIU

simistic. Tom Kloza, chief oil analyst for a significant period of dme, the
for the Oil Price Information Service U.S. will feel it in higher energy prices,
in New Jersey, said that events in the according to Mark Cooper, director
Middle East could play out without a of research at the Consumer Federashutdown in deliveries. Still, he fore- tion of America in Washington. That’s
casts more pain for U.S. consumers, because buyers will be seeking crude
with average retail gasoline prices ris- from a smaller number of suppliers,
ing as high as $3.50 nationally in the
“This is a market that has very few
next few weeks.
suppliers and it is concentrated in very
“The key country in the Middle unstable places,” he said. “The only
East is Saudi Arabia, way for Americans to extricate them.................... not Libya. If all of this selves from this vulnerability is to dracan avoid Saudi Ara- marically reduce their def>endence on
bia, I think it runs its oil, and drive much more ftiel-cfficient
course and we see gas vehicles."
On Monday, the U.S. average price
oline at $3.50 to $3.75
for
a gallon of regular gasoline rose to
a gallon and oil at $95
a barrel. If we start to $3.171, up from $3.126 a week earlier,
see demonstrations in according to the AAA Fuel Gauge Re
Saudi Arabia, then we port. The AAA uses daily figures from
are dealing with some credit card receipts from more than
thing entirely differ 100,000 retail fuel outlets in the U.S.,
compiled by the Oil Price Information
ent,” Kloza said.
The nation’s two Service and Wright Fjcpress.
biggest sources of imEuropean stock markets, which
ported oil are CZanada, at around 2 have rallied sharply this year on ex
million barrels a day, and Mexico, at pcctations that the global economy
about 1.1 million barrels a day, accord- would continue to rebound, tumbled
ing to the U.S. Energy ITepartment. Monday as oil prices zziomed. The ItalvSaudi Arabia is third, at a little less ian market sank 3.6 percent, Spanish
than 1.1 million barrels a day, followed shares slid 2.3 percent and the German
by Nigeria, and Venrzuela.
market lost 1.4 iserccnt.
C.alifornia, which depends on forU.S. stocks closed at multiyear
eign sources for almost half of its oil, highs Friday, with rhe Dow Jones inrelics mainly on Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Fk- dustrial average ending at 12,391.25.
uador, Br.i/il and ('olombia, according But if oil prices stay elevated, investors
to the state’s Energ)' Commi.ssion.
vs'ill be bracing for a scll-offTucsday.
If Libya oil production is curtailed

have a new Libya, new
lag, new anthem. Or else, be
ready to start a civil war and
chaos and forget oil and petrtd.
— Seif Islam
Ciadhaii regim e spukesrrun

said Monday in a note to investors.
“Although the world may not be
running out of oil yet, gaining access
to new oil resources is getting much
more difficult than in the past. Rising
exploration, development, produc
tion and transportation costs clearly
indicate that the low-hanging fruit
has already been picked. We think oil
prices will remain inflatcxl by excessive
speculation over [•H>tential supply dis
ruptions,” (Theit said.
Cither cTcjTerts weren’t quite .so pes-
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returns to SIO for on all-OGOUStic show
Kelly Cooper
KEl.LYCOOPF.R.MD@GMAIL.COM

Reggae-punk band Pepper returns
to SLO Brewing Co. tonight for an
exclusive, intimate acoustic show —
something the trio hasn’t explored
until now in their 14 years together.
For the first show in a miniature
six-stop lour along the California
coast, the band is returning to SLO
Brew after a long break from playing
at the venue. Drummer Yesod Wil
liams said when the band first moved
to California in the late ‘90s, it played
at SLO Brew all the time.
“We’d go up to Santa Barbara and
play in Isla Vista, and then we’d go up
to San Luis Obispo," Williams said.
“Believe it or not, we’ve probably
played there many more times than
anywhere else in the whole country.”
But why the San Luis Obispo re
vival? On the band’s last tour, Wil
liams had the idea of adding a new
dynamic to the band — an all-acous
tic set much like an MTV Unplugged
session. Being that San Luis Obispo
is the old stomping ground for the
band, they thought it would be a per

fect place to come back to its roots
— California roots, that is.
“We’ve been there from when it
was SLO Brew to Downtown Brew,
and then back to SLO Brew,” Wil
liams said. “We’re getting back to
those places where we used to play all
the time.”
Ih e band, originally hailing from
the Big Island of Hawaii, is com
prised of guiurist Kaleo Wassman,
bassist Bret Bollinger and Williams.
Wassman and Bollinger met in
middle school and started playing
music, and after recycling a number
of drummers, the two found Wil
liams. The band packed its bags in
’99, moved to San Diego, and have
been making its mark on the Califor
nia coastal music scene ever since.
San laiis Obispo is no exception.
Today’s show is already sold out,
which may be a reflection of popular
ity among the Cal Poly crowd which
most tans attribute to the band's stage
presence. Graphic communication
freshman Andrea Hernandez said
when seeing the band on stage, she
can just tell the guys want to l)e there.
“You can tell they have a good time

on stage, and they love what they’re
doing,” Hernandez said. “They love
to make their crowd feel welcome,
and pump them up."
But will an all-acoustic set still
pump the crowd up? Hernandez said
she thinks so.
“I think it’s still the same Pepper,
the same three guys that we all know
and love, so I think they’ll still man
age to get the crowd pumped and
make a lasting impression,” Hernan
dez said.
Environmental management and
protection senior Andrew lanterman, who saw the band rock out at
0 1 Poly a few years ago, said he still
remembers how the group “brought
the party.”
“They’re definitely up there with
Slightly Stoopid and Groundation,”
he said. “They put on a good show.”
Lanterman said he holds Pepper
close to his heart not only because
he’s learned a few of its songs on bass,
but also because of its melodies.
“You have all these California and
new-age reggae bands, and I just like
their style — it’s unique compared to
the rest,” l.anterman said.

The band members, who’ve been
rehearsing for the last week, reworked
several of their songs for an acoustic
setting. Williams said he’s thrilled to
give their songs new life.
“It’s a whole new beast, and the
songs have taken a new life,” Wil
liams said. “1 think it will be more
intimate — it’s pretty much going to
be us playing on stage — but also just
doing the whole storytelling thing. It
will probably be the most personal
Pepper show anyone will ever see up
until now.”
After releasing its most recent EP
“Stitches” in October, the band may
be carrying this new acoustic vibe
into its next album, which has no set
release date at this point in time.
“We’re kind of continuously work
ing on newer stuff,” Williams said.
“The plan is to work on this acoustic
stuff and release an acoustic album.”
The band, who have played along
side 311, Snoop Dogg, The Wallers,
Ih e Offspring and Slightly Stoopid,
will be sharing the stage with open
er Josh Fischel, an acoustic artist

whom the band has known for years.
“We’ve known him for a long
time,” Williams said. “He just does
his own solo acoustic thing, so it was
perfect to invite him along.”
Fischel’s presence may also be a
reason for the already sold-out show.
Biological sciences senior Dean
Preedeedilok said he’s drawn to
Fischel not o n ly because he’s a regular
in Preedcedilok’s hometown o f Long
Elcach, but also for his voice.
“It’s just really powerful,” Pre
edeedilok said. “He has a lot emotion
in his voice — you can feel the raw
power.”
Preedeedilok attributes the heavy
fan base of Pepper to its lyrics —
which he said are suitable for the col
lege crowd.
“Reggae-rock is just feel-good and
happy, and a lot of the kids in town
can relate to it,” Preedeedilok said.
“In a lot of the songs, the lyrics relate
to having a good a time, and that’s
what kids in SLO like to do.”
Doors for the show open at 7:30
p.m. Tickets are sold out.

TUESDAY. FEBRUARY 22
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) — A new way of doing things ^
_
comes to your anention, and you’ll have far more reasons to
give it a try than to stick to the old methods.
Tfiurus
ARIES (March 21-April 19) — Do things in the proper
order and you’ll enjoy the expected benefits. Going out of
order could be a benefit — or a real liability.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) — You’ll want to take a stroll
down memory lane — and you’ll be amazed at how different the reality is from the memory you’ve fostered.

II

‘ v.OT'io GEMINI (May 21-June 20) — You will have to tell some
one what you’ve done, whether good or bad. A deal can be
made at this time that yields you more fieedom.
CANCER (June 21-July 22) — You’ve been working on a
projea for quite some time, but so far it hasn’t made its way
out of your head. Today, you make a teal beginning.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) — Put yourself in another’s shoes;
you may still not understand his or her motives better, but
you’ll understand your own much more.

''

T

VIRGO (Aug. 23-ScpL 22) — You’ll want to know what
others arc thinkii^ about you, whether supportive or criti
cal. Indeed, the neganve teaches you more lessons.
w /

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oa. 22) — It’s a good time to do a little
more thinking on your own; you have enough information
to do something quite productive.
Capi tcorn
SCORPIO (O a. 23-Nov. 21) — You may fed as though
someone is stonewalling you — and indeed, you’re not get
ting all the information from another that you seek.

^

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dcc. 21) — A challenge comes
to you from within your own team. Is this something to
Libra worry about right now? Wait for further devdopments.
Qsix.e’’
CAPRICX)RN (Dec 22-Jan. 19) — Concern about what
another might say about you has you doing things that may
be slighdy uncharacteristic.
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AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)— You want to know idiiats
reaUy Ming on, and you want to know it right riow<>>*-and
indcM, r i ^ t now this information can serve you
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Googling yoursoH
How to clean up and maintain your online identity

t

have formal policies in place requir
ing hiring personnel to research ap
plicants online.
The methodology and types of
websites used by hiring personnel
Approximately 300 U.S. corporate to research applicants online should
recruiters were interviewed on the come as no .surprise to anyone. From
impact of the “online presence” of the report, a breakdown o f the types
potential new hires in a January of websites used/visited is as follows:
- Search engines (78 percent)
2010 report commissioned by Mi- ,
crosoft and conducted by Cross-tab
- Social networking sites (63
percent)
Marketing Services. It found that
approximately 80 percent of cor
- Photo and video sharing sites
(59 percent)
porate recruiters will follow-up on
Professional and business net
potential new hires by looking them
working sites (57 percent)
up online.
Basically, this means that hiring
The report goes on to state, of the
recruiters interviewed, approximate personnel “(looglcd” applicants,
ly 75 percent said their companies and then looked at their Face-

Erik Hansen is a graduate student
pursuing a Master o f Public Policy
and the "When I Was a M ustang... ”
columnist.

book, Flickr, YouTube and Linkedln accounts — and anything else
Google could dig up.
The report found approximately
70 percent o f U.S, corporate re
cruiters had rejected a potential new
hire based on information about
the applicant found online, while
approximately 85 percent o f these
same hiring personnel stated that an
applicant’s positive online presence
influenced their hiring decision “at
least to some extent,”
Today there are companies spe
cializing in shaping, controlling and
monitoring the online presence of
businesses and/or individuals, such
as Reputation Defender.
However, before you contract
with a company to control your on
line identity, the following are a few
simple steps that anyone can take to
clean up their online pre.sence.
Be Proactive: First thing’s first,
Google yourself. By now most of
you have probably already done so.
You have probably even Googled
your friends, just as they have prob
ably Googled you.
Take it a step further though.
In the search field, Google: 1) Your
name and where you grew up. 2)
Your name and “Cal Poly.” 3) Your
name and “San Luis (3bispo.” May
be include your middle name or
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middle initial.
Be sure to Google your e-mail
addrcss(es) too. Do the same thing
with the two other search engines
people have a slim chance o f using
— Yahoo and Bing.
According to StatCounter.com,
in the U.S., Google is currently used
approximately 80 percent o f the
time, whereas Yahoo and Bing are
used about 10 and 9 percent o f the
time, respectively.
From these queries, create a list
of Web pages that you would like to
edit, remove or at least push to the
second page of search results.
Clean: Now it’s time to start
sweeping and scrubbing. That old
Livcjournal account from your
freshman year o f high school should
probably go. From the list of Web
pages you have created — the list
that you have deemed detrimental
to your “brand” — go in and delete
all entries, pictures, posts, etc. Then,
close the accounts ;ill together.
Did you forget your password
to that old blog where you used
to write about how much you love
ponies and rainbows? just contact
the webma.ster directly. Most web
sites have a “contact” option buried
somewhere on the homepage. The
webmaster can either send you a
new or temporary password, or sim
ply close your account all together.
In a few weeks those old, cmbarra.s.sing Web pages will not even register
in Google’s cache anymore.
Don’t want to close your Flickr
account? Much like what you have
probably already done with your
Facebook account, adjust the priva
cy settings so only your close friends
can view those interludes you had in
Thailand last summer.
Rebuild: While Googling your
self, you probably noticed three
websites always rank extremely high
in your search results: Facebook,
Twitter and Linkedln. If you have
not already done so, register with
these three websites. Make sure to
keep these accounts current and
clean — reflecting a positive light
on your past and current accom
plishments. Or, just keep your pri
vacy settings set very high.

You could also consider register
ing an Internet domain name using
your full name, or close to it, and
w riting' wonderful things about
yourself.
By joining high ranking websites
and registering your own Internet
domain, you begin pushing other
search results you arc associated with
lower. If a search engine spits out
Web pages you are in and have no
control over removing — like a col
umn in the Mustang Daily — your
only real course o f action is to push
it lower in the search results.
Control; For better or worse,
because Google is the search en
gine used approximately 80 percent
o f the time, by creating a “Google
Profile,” Google allows you to
have a little more control over the
search results people get when they
Google you.
Creating a Google account and
profile is fast, free and easy. Up>on
creating your Google Profile, you
should enable it to be searched for by
your name — set your Google Profile
to show your full name publicly.
Monitor: Finally, monitoring
your name online is fairly simple,
and there arc several services that
will e-mail, or “alert,” you when
new internet content about you, or
something related to you, is avail
able. Set up alerts for several varia
tions of your full name, or your full
name and some other identifying
field if you have a common name, at
alert services such as Google .Alerts,
Tcchnorati and Tweetbeat, This
will allow you to monitor the Web,
news, blogs and Twitter, These ser
vices arc great, and useful for moni
toring other Web content you are
interested in as well, not just your
online identity.
After you have completed the
above steps, be sure to Google
yourself again in a couple months.
Reassess your new online identity,
looking for any more changes that
need to be made — wash, rinse and
repeat. Maintaining a clean and
positive online presence is not just
reserved for corporations and busi
nesses anymore.

What is Black?’ investigates origin of stereotypes

COURTESY PHOTO

In honor of Black History Month, CaJ Pbly’s MultiC4iltural Center will be
discussing the stereotyping that goes along with the word **black” in its “What is
Black?” event, which will take place Wednesday evening.
Victoria Billings
VICTORIABILU NGS. M D ^ M A I L.COM

Cal Polys M ulticu ltu ral Center
(M C C ) will host a conversation
discussing the origin o f “black” as
a term to describe race to celebrate
Black History M onth.
“W hat is Black?” will discuss
the history and negative connota

tions of the word “black” as a color
and as a term for a race, said inlorm ation technology senior and
M C C diversity advocate in charge
o f Black History M onth events,
Shauna Kimball.
“It’s basically discussing when
did the idea of the color black be
come so negative," Kimball said.

She said the discussion is an
especially im portant one for Cal
Poly because it’s easy for people
to stereotype when they aren’t ex
posed to different cultures. Kim
ball said this happens to her at Cal
Poly when she’s identified as Afri
can-American because o f her skin
color — even though her father is
from South America.
“Technically, I’m not AfricanAmerican, I’m Latin,” Kimball
said.
Confusion about race is not
uncom m on at Cal Poly, where
Caucasian students make up 64.4
percent o f the population. Afri
can-American students make up
just 0.8 percent, according to the
Fall 2010 Poly View report.
Animal science senior Alleson
Thiel said it is impossible to avoid
stereotyping at Cal Poly.
“The campus is not diverse
enough to not have stereotypes,”
Thiel said.
Thiel, who is Caucasian, said
she wonders at times whether the
term “black” is politically correct.
“Even when people say, ‘It’s
Black History M onth,’ is it Black
History M onth, or African-Amer
ican History M onth?” Thiel said.
Biological sciences junior and
Kimball’s assistant in organizing
Black History M onth events, Dev
on Buddan said many people don’t

realize they are stereotyping when
they assume things like an AfricanAmerican student plays sports,
“O n campus at Cal Poly, you
don’t see a lot o f African-Ameri
cans, and if you’re not exposed to
a culture, you let the media form
your opinion o f them," Buddan
said.
The media takes an active role
in prom oting black stereotypes,
said Cal Poly professor o f ethnic
studies Denise Isom. Media images
o f black people are often defined
by their physical prowess, Isom
said.
“The constructed racial catego
ry o f black is marked particularly
by the body,” Isom said.
At Cal Poly, people often as
sume black students are athletes,
according to the M ustang Daily’s
recent article on diversity, “Asking
Cal Poly the tough questions about
diversity.”
The fault is not entirely on the
media either, Isom said. Some re
sponsibility goes to the .society
that accepts the images they see in
movies, television shows and music
videos.
“We’re drawn toward what we’re
familiar with," Isom said. "We
operate in a set o f schemas and
frameworks about how the world
works.”
The idea behind “W hat is

C O M P U T E R

Black?” is to break the cycle o f ste
reotypes, by giving people informa
tion to form their own opinions.
To start the discussion off,
Kimball will give a PowerPoint
presentation on the evolution o f
the word, with examples o f words
that give “black” a negative conno
tation — including “blackmailed”
and “blacklisted.” T he presenta
tion will also cover bias toward
white people, such as when “fleshcolored” describes only white skin
color.
The slideshow will be followed
by a word association exercise, in
which Kimball will give the group
a word and ask them to say the first
word they think of. T hen, she will
mediate an open discussion about
stereotypes.
The event is open to anyone,
and Kimball said she wants to
draw a diverse crowd so the discus
sion will be lively.
W ith a variety o f people de
bating, Kimball said she hopes
Cal Poly students will better un
derstand stereotypes and begin to
work on breaking them down.
“The whole discussion is trying
to come up with solutions,” Kim
ball said.
“W hat is Black?” will take place
Feb. 23 from 7 to 9 p.m. in room
204 o f the University Union.
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1 am a long-time advocate of wealth
(admittedly more in theory than in
practice), and 1 am not alone. Ev
eryone wants wealth, whether or not
they admit it in so many words. For
ail our interest in the subject, we
seem to have missed some funda
mental facts, resulting in waste and
misery that doesn’t need to exist.
We tend to think of wealth in
terms of such things as stocks, real
estate, gold, data and companies —
and these arc all valid forms — but
wealth, at its most abstract, is the
capacity to satisfy human needs and
desires. Wealth is the ability to com
mand solutions.
Wealth doesn’t exist apart from
the demand for it; it is the demand
that causes it to be wealth. An an
cient shipload o f gold at the bot
tom of the sea isn’t wealth if no-one
wants it, or if it is unable to be re
covered. A truckload o f iPad.s is not
wealth for a refugee camp without
electricity and food (unless they can
resell them to get what they want).
Ih e physical objects are essential
tools in the life-cycle of wealth, but
they arc certainly not wealth itself.
Everyone has different desires that
change priority over time. Thus, the
value of an object is different to dif
ferent people.
Desires can be physical (food.

shelter), emotional, intellectual
(books, art) or social (family, gov
ernment). Wealth is therefore cre
ated to meet those desires. Most of
the desires are on one level or an
other unbounded; no-one has (or
will) ever complain about a book
being too well-written, a meal being
too satisfying or a society being too
just. We live in a physical universe
and so wealth is conveyed by physi
cal means, hut wealth is not propor
tionate to its physicality.
It has been recently said endless
(economic) growth is impossible,
immoral and unsustainable — that
growth comes at the expense o f the
things that arc really valuable. But
this isn't a condemnation o f increas
ing wealth, this is a condemnation
o f the value system used to deter
mine wealth.
Is there a practical or moral up
per limit beyond which enlighten
ment, knowledge, joy and justice
become poisons? If these things
cause harm, it is due not to their es
sential nature hut to their imperfect
implementation.
Wealth is created when lowerquality solutions arc turned into
higher-quality solutions.
One method o f doing so is by
the informed manipulation o f ma
terials. A chunk o f obsidian may be
useful for smashing open nuts, but
when chipped into a sharp blade it
can cut fruit open more efficiently.

Another method is to trade solu
tions with other wealth creators for
mutual advantage. If I am better at
forming pottery than I am at duck
hunting, and you are better at hunt
ing than pottery, we can trade some
o f our solutions to produce both a
net and an individual increase in
wealth. We’re each better off than
before the trade.
T he idea o f ownership and
property rights is fundam ental to
wealth. If wealth is a solution to
a problem , the question o f whose
problem gets resolved m ust be de
term ined, either by consensus or
by force. All people seek to maxi
mize their own satisfaction (deriv
ing pleasure from helping others
certainly qualifies), so those who
have the power to decide how
wealth is disposed o f will expend
it on themselves.
Property rights indicates an ex
clusive right to utilize some aspect
o f wealth according to the owner’s
wishes, whatever the preferences of
others might be. Only when owner
ship is agreed upon can people make
use o f wealth — for themselves or
for trade — without accusations of
theft. The complex forms o f wealth
we enjoy today largely rely on long
term planning.
Creating such wealth requires
ownership of the capital used to
produce it; without the stability of
property rights wealth creators can
not plan. A peaceful and consensual
world relies on a broad and stable
agreement, supported by law, about
who owns what wealth.

Laws mandate and forbid human
behavior. When laws prevent and
punish violations o f property rights
(from deception to theft to murder),
they protect the production and uti
lization o f wealth. But because all
consensual trades take place when
both parties anticipate a profit, laws
and policies that prohibit voluntary
behavior tend to preclude the pro
duction o f wealth.
Perhaps' particular forms o f
wealth arc evil and ought to be pro
hibited (like methamphetamines), •
hut to do so raises the question,
“W hat property rights does the
group have over the individual?”
Ih ere is a vast difference between
saying something ought not to exist
and claiming to have the authority
to prevent it.
The proliferation o f laws and
lawyers has a damaging effect on
property rights. Every new law pres
ents a new opportunity for clever
people to force changes in others’
behavior. When laws become so vast
and complex that legal rulings can
be “purchased” through shrewd ef
fort, people lose confidence in their
ownership of current wealth and
their capacity to make definite plans
for the future. Certainty is a very
im portant ingredient in wealth, as
the futqrcs’ markets attest.
In the end, wealth and its defense
arc essential elements o f human dig
nity — because the needs satisfied
by wealth arc proper and admirable,
and since the act o f creation is cen
tral to our nature as humans.

doesn^t exist apart
‘d nime demand for it; it is
the demand that causdi^
wealth.
T
— Eric Baldwin
Libertarian columnist
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us needs to cut immigration enforcement spending
■iÇL
M e x ic o
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Andres Oppenheimer is a Latin America
correspondentfar the M iami Hemld.
hs the Obama administration and
Congress battle on how to reduce
the $1.6 trillion U.S. budget deficit,
here’s a politically incorrect idea that
could save billions of dollars — cut
the waste in the government’s spend
ing on immigration enforcement.
I know, 1 know, the mere idea of
cutting immigration enforcement
funds is anathema to most conserva
tives — and many other Americans
— who think that the United States

is being invaded by undocumented
Latin American aliens who take away
jobs, bring deadly diseases and often
commit crimes.
But there is fat to be cut in immi
gration enforcement programs. There
is growing evidence that the arrest
and deportation of undocumented
migrants along the U.S. border has
become a big business for private de
tention companies, and that in many
cases it hasn’t helped reduce the How
of undocumented migrants.
“Billions of dollars could be saved
if government agencies better u.sed the
resources they have been allocated,
and if Congress terminated wasteful
or duplicative programs,” says a new
study by the National Immigration
Forum, a Washington group advtKating for a comprehensive immigration
reform. Among the study’s conclu
sions:
— The U.S. government deported
197,000 immigrants with no criminal
records last year, at a cost of $23,000
each, or $4.5 billion a year. Instead of
deporting agricultural workers and
other laborers that the U.S. labt^r
market is retpiiring, the U.S. govern
ment should focus on deporting mi

Knock tobacco
out of the park
The fallowing editorud appeared in the
Philadelphia Inquirer on Friday, Feb. 18.
It’s good to sec the boys of summer
back on the baseball field. It will be
even better if more players take the field
without a pinch of chewing tobacco
tucked under their lower lips.
Sure, that puffed-out jaw of Ijenny
“Nails” D)’kstra will live in die mem
ory of every Philadelphia Phillies’ fan
who ever watched him tear up the
base |!>aths. And ballplayers’ chewing
habit goes back more than a century,
to a dmc when baseb.!!! diamonds were
dustier places — and a bit of “dip”
helped keep the mouth moist.
But given what’s known today
about the dangers of oral cancer from
smokeless tobacco use, it’s difficult to
grasp how the habit has survived for
this long in the big leagues.
Tobacco use was banned in the mi
nor leagues in 1993, ;is it is in college
and in most other atnaieur leagues.
Major lasigue Bitscball should be the
industry leader — not the licst holdout.
Fortunately, Commissioner Bud
Selig and the players’ avsixiation chief,
Michael Weiner, are coming under in

creasing public pressure to rid MLB
of tobacco use. In November, 10
anti-tobacco organizations, includ
ing the American Cancer Society and
the C^lampaign for Ibbacco-Free Kids,
sent .Selig and Weiner an open letter
urging a ban.
Last week, U.S. Sens. Frank
R. l.autenberg, D-N.J., and Dick
Durbin, D-IIL, joined the cam
paign, citing the recent testimo
nial of Washington Nationals’ star
right-hand pitcher Stephen Strasburg on the dangers of chewing
tobacco.
Strasburg says he’s trying to quit,
having seen his tobacco-chewing col
lege coacli and mentor undergo har
rowing treatments for oral cancer.
Ihe senators rightly focused
on how young players emulate
the pros, writing that “the use of
smokeless tobacco by baseball play
ers undermines the positive image
of the sport and sends a dangerous
message to young fans, who ... they
look up to as role models.”
In the major leagues, there’s no
question that Selig should ban all
tobacco use.

It^ difficult to grasp how the
habit has survived for this
long in the big leagliS|.
— Inquirer Editorial
Philadelphia Inquirer

grants who have committed violent
crimes, it says.
— The U.S. government spends
$7,500 for every apprehension on
the southern border, a 500 percent
increase from what it spent six years
ago. Yet despite this huge spending
increase, the number of border deten
tions has not changed much, it says.
— Ih e U.S. government has been
incrciising its border patrol budget by
an average of $300 million a year since
2005, despite a drop in the number
of people crossing the border illegally.
Simply stopping the border patrol
budget increases would save hundreds
of millions of dollars a year, it .says.
Critics of the current immigra
tion system say that, instead of wast
ing money on dubious enforcement
programs, we should go to the source
of the problem: a system that doesn’t
grant enough legal visas to match
the labor market’s demand, forcing
hardworking immigrants to enter the
country illegally.
“We should have an immigration
system that is flexible, so that when
the economy grows, we can expand
the number of legal immigration vi
sas for workers,” NIF spokeswoman

Katherine Vargas says.
Interestingly, growing numbers of
undocumented immigrants are being
held in prisons run by private deten
tion companies, which have become
a powerful lobbying group for largescale detention of undocumented im
migrants. Much like there is a U.S.
“military-industrial complex,” there
is an “immigration enforcement com
plex” that is influencing Washington’s
immigration policies, critics say.
In an Oct. 28 report. National
Public Radio journalist Laura Sullivan
concluded after several months of re
searching campaign documents that
the “private prison industry” helped
drive Arizona’s anti-immigration laws.
The NPR report cited the Corrections
Corporation of America, the latgest
private prison company in the coun
try, as a key player in promoting largescale immigrant detention bills. CCA
denied any wrongdoing.
Should we keep spending increas
ingly more on doubtful immigration
enforcement programs?, I asked Ira
Mehlman, the spokesman for the
Federation of American Immigration
Reform, a group that wants to reduce
immigration levels.

“We shi)uld spend more on en
forcement, especially on worksite en
forcement,” Mehlman said. “In 2007,
New York City collected $554 million
in fines for parking violations, while
the federal government last year col
lected only $7 million from employ
ers who were caught hiring illegal
aliens. That tells you that we arc not
really making a serious effort to deter
employment of illegal immigrants.”
My opinion: If President Barack
Obama and Congress are seriously
considering drastic cuts in public
.spending — including funds for the
FBI and other law enforcement agen
cies — they should definitely cut
waste in immigration enforcement
spending.
At the very least, they should have
a serious discussion on whether it
makes sense to spend $4.5 billion
in deporting people who have not
committed serious crimes and do
jobs that Americans don’t want to
do, while slashing funds for the FBI
and other law enforcement agencies
whose job is to put serious criminals
behind bars.

It sucks to have to do so much
planning, but it is worth it to get out
of there on time.

Ifiat way everyone would have at
least one or two classes on the day/
time they want and hopefully with
a teacher they want. Students could
then register for the rest o f their
classes using the current system. I
don’t know how po.ssiblc my idea is,
but it’s just a thought as to how reg
istration could be improved.

— Melissa
In response to “Registration frustra
tion strikes “
You can get what you need with
planning. Lots and lots o f it. Figure
out what classes you have left, what
is being offered and what classes can
substitute if one of them is full.
Always make a “back up” sched
ule that has second choice classes
that are necessary to graduate.
Talk to people in your major and
figure out what ones arc really hard
to get into, so that you can try two
or three times if necessary.
I know people hate the words
“summer schtx)l,” but it seriously is
the only way I graduated on time,
and I thank my lucky stars I took
American History that way because
it would have been a nightmare a.s
a regular class. It had half as much
work as he regularly assigned but
was still tons and tons o f reading.
IxK)k at what your priority will
be on the chart that lays it out for
the next few years. If you have really
bad priority, but will have awesome
priority h)r the next year, then use
one of your three for that quarter.
If you’re a senior, you can usually
get into what you need by emailing
the teacher early and explaining that
you’re a graduating .senior. Clear
communication is your friend.
Mt)st imptirtantly, do not leave
your Sr. Project for total last un
less you absolutely, positively know
what you’re doing. Get that thing
done as early as you can, get the
topic and start researching it. It’s a
freaking nightmare otherwise.
Look at the requirements and see
what is listed in the whole group of
classes, don’t just take the first thing
it lists. Sometimes three things from
the same area will be offered, and
one will be impossible to get into,
while the others aren’t bad at all.
You just have to really research what
is going to be offered each quarter.
Get those sheets that tell you for
your major. .

I agree with Carl Anderson when
he says “...if you’re chousing not to
smoke, there is no reason why you
should have to inhale it on campus,"
but why stop there? I also think that
due to the unpleasant odor of ma
nure that occasionally wafts over
campus, we should eliminate Cal Po
ly’s agriculture program. We should
also ban playing loud music in your
car that I don’t like, take down fly
ers for clubs that I don’t support and
make unattractive people take sepa
rate routes to class. This is America,
and I’m nearly certain that it says
somewhere in the Constitution that
I have the right not to be exposed to
anything I find distasteful.
— A ndy
In response to “Smoke and mir
rors: SLO smoking ban doesn't apply to
campus ”
First o f all, freshman are not allowexl
to use priorities. You can not use a
priority until you are registering for
your fourth quarter at (^1 Poly, lh a t
iKing .said, the real problems arc not
necessarily the registration system (al
though I do feel it has many flaws),
but the fact that the .school takes on
more students than it should.
So many majors arc impacted and
there is just not enough money to of
fer more sections of GE’s. Sure, be
ing flexible and taking classes at less
desirable times can make it easier to
get into classes, but what happens if
you’re one o f the last to register and
get stuck with a class that ends at 10
p.m. and then one that begins at 7
a.m. the next morning? It’s doubt
ful you’d be able to get enough sleep
during the night to be fully rested.
In addition, you’d probably get more
stressed out and your grades would
likely be affected. In my opinion, the
ideal registration system would give
every student their top two classes..

— Anonym ous
In response to “Registration frustra
tion strikes”
Ihe title of this story is very mislead
ing. Taking diet pills or dangerously
restriaing the amount of calorics
consumed has nothing to do with
healthy eating. Onhoexia nervosa is
the psychiatric disorder where people
take healthy eating to an unhealthy
extreme. Anorexia nervosa has nothing
to do with being conscientious of one’s
health but rather is a body image issue.
— KyU
In response to “When eating healthy
becomes disorderly
Here is where all of you horny col
lege guys arc wrong. It’s actually girls
who arc gtxxl at AND enjoy giving
blow jobs that find this article inap
propriate. It’s not the sex or the blow
job that offends anyone jx:r sc ... it’s
the language used in this article that
seems to be promoting a societal im
age (think non-coll^e educated porn
star) that is not the appropriate for
a newspaper representing a co liege
campus should be promoting.
— K atie
In response to "Blow his m ind with
a classic bbwjob”

NOTE: The Mustang Daily features
select comments that are written in re
sponse to articles posted online. Thou^
not all the responses are printed the
Mustang Daily prints comments that
are coherent and faster in^lUgent dis
cussion on a given subject. No overcapiudizadon, please: ,

THE

TO PLACE A CLASSIFIED AD:
Order online: www.MUSTAN6DAILY.net
Call 805-756-1U 3 a day prior by noon

CLASSIFIED ADS ARE FREE FOR S T U O ^ :

Ads must bt prtpaid by chtck mada out

Stop into the MUSTANG DAILY to find out
how to place your ad.
»

to MUSTANG DAILY or paid by cradit card
at MUSTAN6DAILY.NET

comics & games
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T h e M u s ta n g D a ily is h irin g !
W e 'r e lo o k in g fo r
B u s in es s M a n a g e r s & A d v e r tis in g A c c o u n t E x e c u tiv e s .
LORD GORLACH
THE EARTHLINGS LOOK..
DISAPPOINTED.

A p p lic a n ts m u s t h a v e g o o d c o m m u n ic a tio n skills,
b e s e lf-m o t iv a t e d , a h a rd w o r k e r , a p o s itiv e ,
c a n -d o a t titu d e a n d e x c e p t io n a l tim e m a n a g e m e n t
a n d o r g a n iz a tio n skills.
If y o u th in k this is y o u , e m a il A d v e r tis in g C o o r d in a to r ,
S te p h a n ie M u ra w s k i a t s m u r a w s k @ c a lp o ly .e d u

r

ACCORDING TO THIS \
MAlJiAZINE. GUYS SPEAK AN
AVERAGE OF 7^000 WORDS
A DAY, AND GIRLS SPEAK
AN AVERAGE OF 20.000
^
WORDS A DAY

YOU KNOW,
BRADUY? DON'T
YOU WANT TD
TOANN. IT
DISCUSS THIS? /WOULDN’T KILL
YÖÜ TO MISS
BRADLEY?
YOUR aUOTA
FOR A DAY

ISN'T THAT INTERESTING.
BRADLEY? I MEAN. I
ALWAYS PIGORED GIRLS
TALK MORE THAN GOYS.
BUT NOW ITS BACKED UP
BY SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE

Last Down clue is 64
S C H E E N P R IN T IN G
E M B R O iO E R Y

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

■ l'iv i)

FREE

Ads for Students Faculty & Staff'
muslani]d,i

. nm
I 'i J

Summer Day Camps
C o u n selo rs, lifeg u ard s,
activity specialists & m o re .
Los A n g e le s A re a .
w w w .d a y c a m p jo b s .c o m

MUSTANG DAILY
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ACROSS
1 “I. — " (rock
autobio)
5 Turnpike rumblers
10 Aim toward
14 Rainbow goddess
15 Piece of lumber
16 Stage award
17 Crooked
18 Designer Nina
19 Manner
20 Vim and vigor
22 Inveterate
24 Pine secretKjn
25 Forceful removal
26 Oater showdown
28 Like a melon
32 "Hey — " (Beatles)
35 S o far
37 Crow's-nest cry
^ wds.)
38 Crack pilot
39 Spacious
41 Mouse alert
42 Inelegant solution
45 Corral
46 Adventurer, often
47 Van Gogh's starxl
48 Shaft
50 Tied securely
54 Black-and-white
58
61
62
63
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

G iO A Lj

LD'Ai L E
bIe X

o n i'L 'Ä '
w ë ' a r] y
n ‘o w a Td

M A Dj
a' n

O

2-22-11

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
23
25
27

Hollered (2 wds.)
Browse
Lemon peel
Keep occupied
Statuesque model
An ex of Cugie
Juan's father
Makes after taxes
Pretoria cash
Linksman Sam —
Winner's feeling

29
30
31
32
33
34
36

DOWN
1 Caesar's river
2 Dunne or Castle
3 Softball teams

805.547.1622

i MUSTANGi^AlLY
Sponsor the Sudoku
$50 a day
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It^ E iro

IRÍV^S

SUDOKU

O 2011 Unilffd Feature Syndicate. IrK

On a bike
Agile
Bulldogs backer
— Picchu
Pizarrofoes
Avoid, as an
issue
Four-bagger
(2 wds.)
Poet’s black
Staff member
Land document
Wildebeest
— vu
Margarine
Fictional
governess
— fixe
"Mask" star
Julian's
stepmom
Copacetic
NCAA Bruins
— ex machina
Cover

37
40
43
44
46
49
51
52
53
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
64

Tufted-ear cat
Honey wine
Erased
Very willing
Sardine fish
London lav
Daytime dra
mas
Half of Mr.
Spock
Clxipin opus
Bedouin's
mount
Rock tumbler
stone
Sixth —
Industry
magnate
"Cathy’s Clown*
singer
Book ID
Graze
Tijuana “Mrs."

lîT" 11

20

„'

r

_ _ _

aero

WVWW.l0ftCOaStteeS.com

[S HiOiN

T
14
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S 1*Z
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P R O M O T IO N A L IT E M S

A T ’E
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EiNiS

ARC
d Te l ’
DAT
R ib ’

GREEK L E H E R S

IÏ5

FF

FF

FF

12

2

8

4
6
9

7

5
8
8

2

5

1
5

3

9

2

6

4
6

4

1
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9

7
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7
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21
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24
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42
47

W a n t M o re E n erg y? ? ?
Special Cal Poly Price $ 2 9

)E l C o r r a l
Bo o k sto r e

m any cotar» a va ila b la

Sot improvomont in your tntrgy,
balanct, and atrongthi

ZACH ao9.%S4.a44i6
or emolí zmahtr^calpoiy.odu
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62

Like us on

66

Facebook
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& ENTER TO W IN I

I'h e bouncing und pouncing finally got to Piglet.
Want more puzzles?
Check out the "Just Right Crossword Puzzles" books
at QuillDrlverBooks.com

www.niustangdaily.net

Softball drops to 2-8

B asketball
continuedfrom page 16
Poly went on a 14-4 run over five
and a half minutes, with the help of
seven points from Lewis.
lx)ve, who sat for 16 minutes of
the first half after picking up two
quick fouls, reentered the game
in the second half and, according
to Lewis, helped the team catch a
spark.

“Maliik is’ a phenomenal fixshman,” Lewis said. “He just makes us
click ... 'fhats what a point guard is
supposed to do and that's definitely
what he does."
Lewis had more high praise for
Love, and said he sees the point guard
emerging as a team leader in the com
ing years.
In the meantime, Hanson could
not be more appreciative of his senior
teammate.
“I think words can’t describe the

value (Lewis) brings to this team,”
Hanson said. “He’s been huge for us
all year and it’s unfortunate we weren’t
able to win here on senior night, but
we’ll respond.”
The Mustangs will take the court
again Thursday, when they travel
to face Big West-leader Long Beach
State. Although the team does not re
turn home this season, they will make
the brief trip south March 5 as the
Mustangs look to avenge their tough
loss to UC Santa Barbara on the road.

Women’s basketball drops second straight
M ustang Daily S taff Report
MUSTANGDAlLYSPORTS@GMAIL.COM

RYAN SIDARTO MUSTANG DAILY FILE PHOTO

The tough competition took its toll on Cal Poly. Through its first two weeks of
play, the Mustangs have a 2-8 record. Last Friday, Cal Poly lost 8-6 to No. 23
BYU and 11-2 to No. 3 Tennessee. The team then lost 7-5 to Boise State and
grabbed their only win of the weekend, 5-2, against Utah State on Saturday. In
Cal Ptoly’s final day of play, the team dropped a 7-1 decision to Portland State.
To date, unranked Cal Poly has played five different top-25 teams, including
No. 2 Arizona and No. 13 Arizona State. Their schedule doesn’t get easier; their
next contest is against No. 13 Texas in Cal Pbly’s first game in the Cathedral
City Classic this weekend.

Ih is is all too familiar territory for
the Cal Poly women’s basketball
team.
After it looked like Cal Poly
would secure the No.l seed in the
Big West Tournament last season,
the Mustangs dropped two of their
last three games to fall behind UC
Davis in the conference standings.
As the No. 2 seed in the tourna
ment, Cal Poly lost to UC River
side in the conference tournam ent
semifinal.
Ibis season, the Mustangs look
to be heading on the same path.
After reeling oft eight straight wins,
the Mustangs dropped two games
this weekend. One to conference
bottom dweller Cal State Northridge (4-22, 4-9 Big West), and the
other to UC Riverside (14-11, 7-5).
The Mustangs entered this
weekend as victors in 10 of their

last 12 games. They leave it with
just a one-game lead over No. 2 UC
Santa Barbara.
Four different double-digit scores
helped conference-worst Cal State
Northridge upset No. 1 Cal Poly on
Thursday. Janet Alvarado scored 16
points, Amanda Thomson .scored
14, Violet AJama scored 14 and ja.sminc Erving scored 10 for Cal State
Northridge.
Ihe Matadors connected on 50
percent o f their shots behind their
arc and rode their hot shooting
in the final minutes o f the game.
Thomson hit a ,3-pointcr with 32
seconds left in the game and Alama hit a layup to knock off the
Mustangs.
Against UC Riverside, guard Ra
chel Clancy’s 29 points couldn’t help
the Mustangs knock off the High
landers. The senior connected on 63
percent o f her shots — and five of
six from behind the arc — but the
Mustangs still fell short.

It was partly due to the High
landers’ hot shooting against the
Mustangs. They shot 51 percent
from the field in the first half and
upped that number to 53 percent in
the second half
The Mustangs will return to ac
tion against Cal State Fullerton
Thursday at 7 p.m. in Mott Gym.
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CAL POLY EQUIPMENT SALE - NIKE Gear (jackets, pants, sweatshirts, etc..) starting at $25
Get yours by visiting the Mustang Equipment Room In Room 121, Mott Gym
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Men’s basketball falls to Northern Arizona in final seconds

RYAN SIDARTO MUSTANG DAILY

Guard Shawn Lewis, Cal Poly’s only senior this season, put up 25 points in his final game in Mott Gym Saturday night.
J J . Jenkins
JJJE N K IN S .M D ^M A lL .C O M

The big left palm o f guard Shawn
Lewis followed through as the ball
traveled toward the hoop with eight
seconds left in the game. The 3-point
er swished through the net, complet
ing a Cal Poly rally to tie the North

ern Arizona laimberjacks 56-56. The
lone senior, on a night dedicated to
his career, looked like he might be the
hero once again.
And then, it was déjà vu.
A quick series of passes found
Northern Arizona guard Cameron
Jones wide open from behind the
3-point line. And like the similar situ

ation the Mustangs faced against UC
Santa Barbara weeks ago, he swished
home a shot as time expired to give
the Luml^rjacks a 59-56 viaory.
The Mustangs fell to 14-12 on the
season, snapping their six-game win
streak. Lewis led all scorers with 25
points, while grabbing nine rebounds.
But for l.ewis this game was much

more than just statistics
it was his
farewell to Mott Gym.
“I love the students, the student
participation at the gaines,” Lewis
said. “I love this gym, I love this
team, I love Coach Callero and I love
ail my teammates. Like ! said, this is
not the end o f us, at ail.**
Head coach Joe Callero took the
microphone ftom the PA announcer
and asked the fans to thank Lewis
again, then thanked the fans for
cheering loudly and said he cannot
wait to sec them next season.
“We had 2,500 people there,
great atmosphere and they need to
know they are appreciated,** Callero
said. “We need to appreciate what
Shawn’s done for the program and
we need to let the fans know that
they’re appreciated.*
The Mustangs trailed by four
points with 1:50 remaining in the
game and forward David Hanson
threw up two 3-pointers on back-toback possessions. Both hit iron and
bounced into Lumberjack hands.
Hanson went on to foul Austin
Smith, but he missed the front end of
a onc-and-onc.
Cal Poly knew who to hand the
ball to with their late possession.
Lewis found a spot just to the right
o f the top o f the arc and let one fly

with 25 seconds to go, but the ball
bounced away only to be corralled by
center Will Donahue, who quickly
dished it back to Lewis.
This time he did not miss.’ How
ever, the Mustangs were still down
one point with 18 seconds to go.
So, guard Maliik Love ft>uled Gabc
Rogers, who converted both o f his
attempts, leading to the late-game
theatrics.
“We have more games to go and
this is not the end o f our season,*
Lewis said. “This game doesn’t make
us or break us, this game just pre
pares us for Anaheim. I’m ready for
Anaheim and I’m ready for the next
game.*
The story line coming into the
matchup was the Mustangs’ nationbest 3-point defense and the Lumber
jacks nation-best 3-point shooting of
fense. However, neither team made a
shot from behind the arc until North
ern Arizona’s Eric Platt hit one with
3:12 to go in the first half
Northern Arizona would end the
game shooting only 30 percent from
3-point range, 14 points below its
season average.
The Mustangs roared out of the
break to start the second half Cal
see Basketballt pttge 15

Baseball goes winless
in opening tournament

RYAN SIDARTO MUSTANG DAILY FILE PHOTO

Mother nature proved to be a bit of a thorn in Cal Polyps side this weekend. Due
to rain, the Mustangs had a six-run sixth inning wiped off the board to fill to
u s e 5-2 and then fell in a 10-9 contest to Missouri which was called after six
innings. With their 2-1 loss to North Carolina in the first game of their season,
the Mustangs came out of their first weekend of play with a 0-3 record. Cal Poly
will continue this weekend in a three-game series against Oklahoma State in
Stillwater, Okla.

